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The New Pavilion was built along the Swedish School Centre in Kauniainen to host 
cultural events for both the school and the community. The school site consists of not 
just classrooms, but it also includes the multi-purpose hall Soittorasia, the name being 
the Finnish term for a music box. The hall seats between 220 and 380 people, depend-
ing on the stage set up. 

Soittorasia is a beautifully constructed hall with 
wooden surfaces, intended primarily for perform-
ing classical music. It was designed to suit the re-
quirements of a chamber orchestra, but it may 
also be arranged to suit a symphony orchestra. 
The hall can also be transformed to accommodate 
numerous types of events ranging from seminars 
to electrically amplified concerts. 

The proportions of the hall in terms of height and 
width combined with the chosen wood surfaces 
give the hall not merely an elegant and harmonious 
feel but they also provide a natural echo for played 
sound. Various patrons of the hall, including musi-
cians, orchestra leaders, recorders and producers, 
have praised the hall’s acoustics. Some even claim 
it to be the best sounding hall in all of Finland, if 
not in all of the Nordic countries. 
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Cultural producer Jouni Kärki sums up, that the 
hall’s acoustics suit its use perfectly, ”Even small 
orchestras sound big in this hall; we are very happy 
with the final result.”


